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The Plan...

Unit Testing

Test Driven Development

Behavior Driven Development

Get the most from your tests

Q&A
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Test Driven Development
Test the code quality

Test Driven Design

“Alarm System”

Regression testing

Reduce number of defects 

Fix defects quicker

Define “Done” for coding

Confidence in the code 

“Virtuous Cycle”

More Test

More Change

More Quality

More Confidence

CODE

Test Driven Development is about much more than writing tests.
It is about creating a ‘Virtuous Cycle’.  More tests give developers more confidence in the codebase, they will feel better able 
to make necessary refactoring changes, which will in turn create more quality in the codebase.  Developers will realize that 
better code quality (i.e. more maintainable code) will make it easier to write tests against that code.  Thus starting the cycle all 
over again.
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Unit Testing

What is a Unit?

What is a Test?

Smallest testable part of an application

Validation that the code is working properly

What is the smallest testable part of an application?  A method?
Doesn’t a test imply that code already exists?
Test Driven Development challenges both these assumptions and Behavior Driven Development goes even further.
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Unit Testing - Traditional
public class MyClassTest {
    
    @Test
    public void testMethod1() {
        MyClass instance = new MyClass();
	 	
        instance.method1();
	 	
        assertEquals("expected", instance.getValue());
    }
	
    @Test
    public void testMethod2() {
        MyClass instance = new MyClass();
	 	
        Result result = instance.method2();
	 	
        assertNotNull(result);
        assertEquals("expected", result.getValue());
    }

}

Exercise

Verify

Setup

assertEquals(expected, actual);
assertFalse(condition);
assertTrue(condition);
assertNull(object);
assertNotNull(object);
assertSame(expected, actual);
assertNotSame(unexpected, actual);
fail();

Teardown

Tests have four distinct phases: Setup, Exercise, Verify, Teardown
Traditional unit testing has the developer write a test for every method in the class under test.  This can be overkill and it risks having 
the developer not focused on responsibility assignment and on the feature being implemented.
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Test Driven Development

Start 
Here

Note that, with TDD, having a newly created test fail is a good thing.  It provides you with a concrete task... make it pass.
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Refactor
Green

Red
Think

Test

Code

Design

2-10 Minutes

TDD Mantra

The TDD Mantra is Red - Green - Refactor.
Write a failing test, make it pass, refactor the solution, check it in, then repeat.



Step 0: Think
(take as long as you need*)

*Jim Shore
Step Zero, which Jim Shore writes about in his blog, is to think. Think about what the code should look like, what behavior it 
should exhibit, and how you would like to program against it. As Jim says, this is the hardest step. Take as long as you want. After 
a while, it will become more natural.



Step 1: Write a spec.

Step 1 is to write a test that expresses your thoughts about how the interfaces should look, about how the software should 
behave. By virtue of the fact that you are making choices about Class and Method names, dependencies, and so on, you are 
actually designing the software at this point. This is a key point that many people miss at first glance. 



Step 2: Make the spec pass. 
(Just barely)

Step 2 is to make the test pass. This usually turns out to be far easier than writing the test, especially if you do the simplest 
thing that could possibly work. 



Step 3: Refactor.

The final step is to re-factor. This is *really where you design your system to make it easier to understand and more 
maintainable. You aren’t altering behavior here – you’re tests should all still pass. You’re just trying to simplify things. Because 
you have a Green suite of tests to back you up, you can make your changes with the confidence that you won’t break other parts 
of the system. 
When I was a kid, my dad taught me that it was important to clean up as you went while working in our shop. This is kind of the 
same thing. 
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Refactor
Green

Red
Think

Test

Code

Design

2-10 Minutes

TDD Mantra

So coding in the context of TDD/BDD is to do the simplest thing that works, then refactor.
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TDD lets you know when...

Y a
A i n ’ t
G o n n a
N e e d
I t !

By only writing code for failing tests, you ensure that over-engineering, feature-assumptions, and gold-plating is 
minimized.
Ron Jeffries writes, "Always implement things when you actually need them, never when you just foresee that you need 
them."
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“Only write code to fix a failing test”

So...



Case Study
Empirical studies compared 4 projects, at Microsoft and IBM, that 
used TDD with similar projects that did not use TDD. 

The findings were similar to other case studies:

Defect density 
decreased 
40%–90%

Development time 
increased by 15–35% 

(though teams agreed that 
this was offset by reduced 
maintenance costs)

http://www.infoq.com/news/2009/03/TDD-Improves-Quality

For more information on the study (and others) check out this infoQ article:
http://www.infoq.com/news/2009/03/TDD-Improves-Quality

http://www.infoq.com/news/2009/03/TDD-Improves-Quality
http://www.infoq.com/news/2009/03/TDD-Improves-Quality
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Unit Testing - Traditional
public class MyClassTest {
    
    @Test
    public void testMethod1() {
        MyClass instance = new MyClass();
	 	
        instance.method1();
	 	
        assertEquals("expected", instance.getValue());
    }
	
    @Test
    public void testMethod2() {
        MyClass instance = new MyClass();
	 	
        Result result = instance.method2();
	 	
        assertNotNull(result);
        assertEquals("expected", result.getValue());
    }

}

Exercise

Verify

Setup

assertEquals(expected, actual);
assertFalse(condition);
assertTrue(condition);
assertNull(object);
assertNotNull(object);
assertSame(expected, actual);
assertNotSame(unexpected, actual);
fail();

Teardown

Tests have four distinct phases: Setup, Exercise, Verify, Teardown
Traditional unit testing has the developer write a test for every method in the class under test.  This can be overkill and it risks having 
the developer not focused on responsibility assignment and on the feature being implemented.
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Unit Testing - BDD Style
public class WhenSystemIsInParticularState {
    private MyClass instance;

    @Before
    public void setup() {
        instance = new MyClass();
    }

    @Test
    public void shouldDoThisAndThat() {	
        instance.method1();
	 	
        assertEquals("expected", instance.getValue());
    }
	
    @Test
    public void shouldDoThatAndThis() {
        Result result = instance.method2();
	 	
        assertNotNull(result);
        assertEquals("expected", result.getValue());
    }

}

Setup

Exercise

Verify
assertEquals(expected, actual);
assertFalse(condition);
assertTrue(condition);
assertNull(object);
assertNotNull(object);
assertSame(expected, actual);
assertNotSame(unexpected, actual);
fail();

Teardown

Behavior Driven Development attempts to change the way a developer thinks by focusing on the behaviors and responsibilities 
of a class.  The developer instead writes a ‘spec’ against an API that does not yet exist, which gets him/her thinking about the 
ideal interface for the class under test.
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Behavior Driven Development

Forget about Tests; Think about Specifications
it’s easy to come up with reasons not to test, but writing 
specs can become an integral part of development

Forget about Units; Think about Behaviors
worry more about how a developer will interact with the 
code, and not what methods a class has

This is nothing new to true TDD practitioners.  BDD is meant to expose the true benefits of TDD, which are not always 
understood.  
BDD is ‘TDD done right.’
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BDD

BDD Frameworks for Java

• JBehave

• easyb (Groovy)

• others...

JBehave - http://jbehave.org/
easyb - http://www.easyb.org/
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The Problem

 External dependencies affect

 Performance

 Portability
 Stability

... of your tests.

 Application

   Remote 
Application

  Data

This is an opportunity and a driving force to design more 
modular, more testable and more re-usable code.
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Integration Tests

 Testing external connections to 
other systems and databases 
are acceptable, but not as part 
of the general test suite.

 These are called 
Integration Tests 

 Application

   Remote 
Application

  Data
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The Solution

ClientApp RemoteBank

debit(amt):boolean
credit(amt):boolean

SoaBankJmsBank FakeBank

 Dependency Injection

bank

debit(amt):boolean
credit(amt):boolean

debit(amt):boolean
credit(amt):boolean

debit(amt):boolean
credit(amt):boolean
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XUnit Patterns

 Test Doubles:
• dummies

• stubs
• fakes

• mocks
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Dummy Object
 Null, "Ignored String", new Object()

public class ItemBehavior {
    
    @Test
    public void shouldCheckIfInventoryIsLow() {
        Item item = new Item("name", 0.0, 10);
        
        item.setQuantity(20);                
        assertFalse(item.isLowInventory());
        
        item.setQuantity(2);
        assertTrue(item.isLowInventory());
    }
    
    @Test
    public void shouldStoreItemInformation() {
        Item item = new Item("iPhone", 400.00, 10);
        assertEquals("iPhone", item.getName());
        assertEquals(400.00, item.getPrice());
        assertEquals(10, item.getQuantity());
    }
}
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Test Stub

 Replace a real object with a test-specific object that 
feeds the desired inputs into the system under test.

http://xunitpatterns.com/Test%20Stub.html

ClientApp app = new ClientApp();
RemoteBank bank = new FakeBank();
app.setBank(bank);
        
boolean success = app.debit(1000);

http://xunitpatterns.com/Test%20Stub.html
http://xunitpatterns.com/Test%20Stub.html
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Fake Object

 Replace a component that the SUT depends on with a 
much lighter-weight implementation.

http://xunitpatterns.com/Fake%20Object.html

ClientApp app = new ClientApp();
RemoteLogger log = new FakeLogger();
app.setLogging(log);
        
boolean success = app.debit(1000);

http://xunitpatterns.com/Fake%20Object.html
http://xunitpatterns.com/Fake%20Object.html
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Mock Object

http://xunitpatterns.com/Mock%20Object.html

 Replace an object the SUT depends on with a test-
specific object that verifies it is being used correctly 
by the SUT.

http://xunitpatterns.com/Mock%20Object.html
http://xunitpatterns.com/Mock%20Object.html
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Mock Object

http://xunitpatterns.com/Mock%20Object.html

public class MockLogger implements RemoteLogger{

    public void logMessage(Date actualDate, String actualUser,
                           String actualActionCode, Object actualDetail) {
        actualNumberCalls++;

        Assert.assertEquals("date", expectedDate, actualDate);
        Assert.assertEquals("user", expectedUser, actualUser);
        Assert.assertEquals("action code", expectedActionCode, actualActionCode);
        Assert.assertEquals("detail", expectedDetail, actualDetail);
    }

}

 A Mock Logger object:

ClientApp app = new ClientApp();
RemoteLogger log = new MockLogger();
app.setLogging(log);
        
boolean success = app.debit(1000);

http://xunitpatterns.com/Mock%20Object.html
http://xunitpatterns.com/Mock%20Object.html
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